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Abstract

Proliferation of networked devices with multiple network interface capabilities stipulate progress in transport protocols. Recent advancements integrate multipath features towards bandwidth aggregation benefits and increased reliability by seamless handovers. A distinct effort is Multipath-QUIC (MPQUIC), a successor of QUICK UDP Internet Connections (QUIC). QUIC is the recently proposed high-performance transport protocol that lies on the application-layer and relies on UDP to operate. QUIC offers reduced latency in connection instantiation and is secure by default. MPQUIC provides support for devices with multiple interface links to boost performance gains. On the other hand, loading time of web pages, a crucial factor for user quality of experience (QoE), is hardly reduced. Recent works indicate scheduling policies on MPQUIC are critical for performance gains and QoE for web browsing, whereas suboptimal scheduling decisions result in degradation.

In this thesis, we propose SAILfish, a novel learning-based stream scheduling system for MPQUIC. We utilize state-of-the-art Deep Reinforcement Learning techniques to generate an efficient scheduling policy. With a strong focus on QoE, we design and set the objective for SAILfish towards reduction of stream completion times. By comparing vanilla stream scheduling mechanisms of MPQUIC under different network settings and various websites, we argue that a learning-based scheduler design is a viable alternative to existing heuristic-based solutions. Results indicate SAILfish reduces average completion time of streams in a variety of configurations compared to MinRTT stream-based vanilla scheduler. Especially, in very-low and high bandwidth configurations, SAILfish manages an average 22% and 11% reduction of loading times across multitude and variant websites, respectively. On the other hand, we exhibit that a comparison between a stream and a packet-based mechanism is not efficient yet, due to the vital differences of the two schemes.
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Introduction

Global trends in network traffic and booming mobile device connectivity [1], set the pace for advancements in networking protocols. Efforts to diminish performance bottlenecks [2] and potential degradation of networks in legacy stack, e.g., Bufferbloat [3] and Incast [4], have emerged several aspiring works [5, 6, 7]. Most of the approaches, focus on the layer that suffers the most, the transport layer.

QUIC [5] is one of the recent works that exhibit significant performance benefits [8] over traditional HTTP(S) stack (e.g., TCP, TLS, etc.). In fact, QUIC is widely spreading within Google’s datacenters [8], and support in popular browsers has initiated officially (e.g., Chrome, Firefox, etc.) [9]. QUIC writes the future by multiplexing streams and sessions over UDP, without the extra hassle to intervene at kernel-level, as it lies on the application layer.

Meanwhile, Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [10], a recently proposed backwards compatible augmentation for TCP, provides multipath support. Further, MPTCP leverages subflows to integrate multiple standard connections between two endpoints, i.e., a client and a server, where each subflow represents a distinct path. To ensure reliability in data transportation, MPTCP introduces sequence numbers for in-order delivery, by proposing Data Sequence Signal (DSS) options [10]. Packet delivery between subflows is dictated by a proposed scheduling mechanism. The default scheduling policy in Linux kernel implementation is MinRTT [11]. MinRTT relies on heuristics to operate, and in particular, selects the subflow with lowest latency to transmit a packet. Overall, MPTCP highlights substantial performance boosts by utilization of multipath resources [12, 13, 14].

Despite success, QUIC does not provide built-in multiple path capabilities. This lack in support is on the contrary with proliferation in cellular connectivity [1, 15] and increasing amount of dual-stack hosts (i.e., IPv4 and IPv6) [16]. It is only recently, that Coninck et
al. integrating on top of QUIC, enable utilization of several paths [16] and have submitted for standardization by the IETF [5]. Similarly to MPTCP, Coninck et al. propose Multipath QUIC (MPQUIC) to enable bandwidth aggregation, fault-tolerance (i.e., seamless handovers in case of path failure), and overall, enhanced user experience [16].

However, by design, multiple path protocols are subject to additional challenges compared to their single path counterparts. Perhaps the most arduous task of all the challenges, is the scheduling of packets. It has been shown that suboptimal decisions may result in degraded performance [17]. The default scheduler of MPTCP, i.e., MinRTT [11], which MPQUIC integrates [16], is incapable of providing sufficient scheduling decisions, especially when paths are heterogeneous [18] (e.g., discrepancy in bandwidth or latency between paths), or on imminent stream prioritization schemes [15] (e.g., scheduler does not consider stream priorities as in HTTP/2).

Therefore, scheduling in MPQUIC has attracted a lot of attention recently and several novel solutions have been proposed [15, 18, 19, 20]. FStream [19] offers a stream-based scheduling approach dependent on file size and priorities. Subsequent work of Shi et al. propose PriorityBucket [20] that targets for first rendering time. SA-ECF [18] performs per-packet scheduling on completion time estimates, whilst, other attempts, assume apriori knowledge of the environment [15].

All these approaches have one thing in common; they rely on heuristics to operate. Heuristic-based schedulers optimize for a specific objective (e.g., bandwidth aggregation) or perform under a certain criterion (e.g., assigned priorities), metric (e.g., latency) or assumption (e.g., symmetrical paths). It is a common pitfall for such attempts to exclusively target their goal and come out rigid, i.e., incapable of adjusting under new circumstances [17].

On the other hand, we have witnessed tremendous growth in Machine Learning (ML) far-reaching applications. In particular, ML has been successfully applied to a plethora of challenges [21, 22, 23]. Besides the common domains of prevalence of ML, recently, we observe efforts to leverage learnt-based solutions in networking systems [24, 25, 26, 27, 28].

Taking into consideration the challenge of scheduling packets in multipath protocols, and following the recent progress in ML, we formulate our research questions, accordingly. Can we learn an efficient stream scheduling policy for MPQUIC? Moreover, we attempt to answer the following questions: (1) How can we formulate scheduling in MPQUIC as a reinforcement learning task?, (2) What are the implications of learning-based approaches for scheduling?, and (3) How can we effectively incorporate RL into a transport protocol?
Some early attempts have already been made to apply Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) in multipath scheduling. ReLeS [17] leverages modern DRL techniques and algorithms to derive a scheduling policy for MPTCP. ReLeS combines historic and current networking observations to make informed packet scheduling decisions. The optimization objective is a factor of Quality of Service (QoS) attributes [17]. Results indicate superiority amongst state-of-the-art baselines while the system is capable of adapting to unforeseen networking conditions [17]. Wu et al. propound a hybrid system to combat scheduling deficiencies in state-of-the-art schemes concerning MPQUIC [29]. Peekaboo leverages contextual Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) [30] with heuristic-based policies and stochasticity adjustment strategy [29] to deliver a robust and flexible packet-based mechanism. However, Peekaboo does not consider prioritized streams, and multiple concurrent streams in general. Instead, focus of evaluation is given on single-file downloading and basic streaming scenarios.

Drawing inspiration from latest advances, in this thesis, we propose Scheduling Agent in Learning of MPQUIC (SAILfish). SAILfish is a novel learning-based stream scheduling system. To the best of our knowledge, SAILfish is a first-step in deriving a robust, self-adjusting system that concerns stream-based scheduling decisions in Multipath-QUIC. SAILfish is a networking system that learns only by pure exploration of the environment, and is able to generate scheduling policies on HTTP/2 prioritized streams.

Similarly to ReLeS, SAILfish adopts a state-of-the-art DRL algorithm to derive its policy. Training is conducted with synthetic network traces and website dependency graphs in an emulation of client-server MPQUIC architecture. SAILfish considers several crucial factors that constitute for its reinforcement signal (i.e., reward). In general, SAILfish favors fast paths (i.e., high-throughput, low-latency, etc.) and punishes for slow stream completion times, and lossy paths. This allows for a dynamic, efficient scheme that takes into consideration vital metrics of networked systems, whilst, maintaining a user cedric objective, i.e., stream completion times and website content download. In addition, SAILfish is a fully-fledged system capable of self-healing through online policy updates, when networking conditions fluctuate.

Comparable to most scheduling mechanisms for MPQUIC that concern stream-to-path allocations, SAILfish is subject to certain inherent limitations. Particularly, SAILfish responds to bursts of scheduling requests and outputs the optimal path for transmitting a stream. In this manner, SAILfish is not able to estimate potential packet blockage, since it is not aware apriori, i.e., at the time of serving the requests, if congestion on the selected paths will be induced. Therefore, SAILfish does not proactively prevent congestion,
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In contrast to packet-based approaches that are able to make ad-hoc decisions to prevent path overflow.

**Results and contributions** The key results and contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows.

- We propose a novel learning-based approach in generating scheduling policies for MPQUIC. To the best of our knowledge, SAILfish is the first attempt in deriving a learnt stream-based scheduling policy targeting performance challenges in multipath protocols with respect to user QoE.

- We formulate stream-based scheduling in multiple path environments as a reinforcement learning task. Further, we design and elaborate on the reward function to optimize MPQUIC scheduling decisions under various websites and network configurations. Moreover, we propose a state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithm for training SAILfish by pure exploration of the environment.

- We contribute a thorough system design, where SAILfish is incorporated into a real-world deployment scenario, and fundamental software components are presented and specified.

- We provide tangible evidence SAILfish is performing better than stream-based baseline. In particular, we implement and evaluate SAILfish under emulated network configurations and website dependency graphs. We design and conduct experiments based on user QoE, and exhibit SAILfish outperforms vanilla stream-based MinRTT in average loading time of web pages.

**Outline** The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide a comprehensive background on QUIC, Multipath QUIC, and Reinforcement Learning. Chapter 3 presents related work regarding scheduling schemes for multipath protocols, and specifically, efforts in MPTCP and MPQUIC. Following related work, we dedicate a chapter, Chapter 4, to SAILfish. In this chapter, we discuss the specifics of our system design and introduce SAILfish components. Additionally, we formulate the stream scheduling problem as a RL task. We elaborate on the state, action, and reward design. Chapter 5 regards the evaluation of our proposed system. Initially, we discuss the implementation in detail, and proceed to argue experimental design, followed by an extensive performance evaluation of SAILfish. We discuss the results of experimentation in Chapter 6 and argue
performance benefits of SAILfish over traditional solutions. Further, we proceed to introduce certain threats to validity that affect our research. Then, in Chapter 7 we present limitations of our approach. Finally, in Chapter 8 we conclude our research and summarize our contributions.
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Background

In this chapter, we provide readers with comprehensive background knowledge on the three basic pillars of interest that ultimately compose SAILfish. These are, (1) QUIC, (2) MPQUIC, and (3) RL. First and most importantly, we introduce QUIC protocol, argue its goals, explore the design and elaborate on fundamental theoretical concepts. We proceed to specify our case by augmenting the concept of QUIC into that of multiple paths, providing necessary information. Further, a brief comparison between the two protocol specifications is presented to argue the benefits of multipath capabilities. The background section is concluded with an essential introduction on RL fundamentals. Specifically, we present the case for RL and attempt to familiarize readers with basic concepts that SAILfish utilizes to achieve its goals.

2.1 QUIC: A Transport Protocol for the Internet

QUIC, initially introduced as Quick UDP Internet Connections [31] and later drafted as plain QUIC (i.e., not an acronym) by IETF [5] is a transport-layer protocol that relies on UDP. Initially proposed by Google to reduce loading times of web pages, QUIC now attempts to substitute the TCP, TLS, and HTTP stack altogether bringing overall improved performance and low-latency client-server communication. Google has already deployed QUIC since 2012 and as of 2015 about half of Chrome’s browser requests are served through it [8]. More specifically, Google has recorded a 3% reduction in average page loading time as well as a 30% reduction in rebuffering events on YouTube as reported by users [8]. Albeit the results in search experience might seem insignificant, it must be taken into account that Google’s search supports pre-established connections whilst the site itself is heavily
optimized towards serving results as fast as possible [8]. Hence, it is safe to assume that QUIC has been quite successful in delivering its promises.

2.1.1 The Goals of QUIC

As Internet traffic sharply increases annually [1], most of today’s websites and services still rely on HTTP and the underlying protocols (i.e., TCP and TLS), to serve content to users. That being said, the initial vision and design of QUIC is heavily inspired by the inadequacies of underlying infrastructure and existing limitations.

First of all, TCP’s design is based on network observations of its time [2]. As a result, TCP lacks in flexibility and is hampering efforts to scale in accordance to modern Internet traffic requirements [2]. A notorious performance bottleneck of TCP is head-of-line (HOL) blocking [31]. Head-of-line blocking occurs in a TCP stream, when a single packet is lost, and subsequent packets wait until it is (re-)transmitted and received. HTTP/2, a recent revision of the HTTP protocol, puts effort into addressing HOL blocking by multiplexing requests over the same TCP connection, yet, this approach is only effective on the application-layer. Since, HTTP/2 relies on TCP to operate, HOL blocking still persists on packet-layer. Another weak point of TCP, is inability to handle network congestion adequately, which often results in degraded performance [31]. Despite several attempts [32, 33, 34], end-to-end congestion control schemes tune the congestion window under a certain policy, typically based on heuristics. Most of the approaches are drafted on unrealistic assumptions about the network, especially in cases of emergent and ad-hoc topologies, leading to policies that underperform in the wild. Therefore, TCP’s congestion control mechanisms are often associated with reduced performance.

On the other hand, TLS comes with its own deficiencies. Two notorious disadvantages of TLS as described in [31] are a) induced RTT overhead before initial data transportation, and b) redundant packet size. The former regards an implementation detail rather than a security trait. In detail, TLS takes place before data is transmitted either way, and is responsible for secure communication between endpoints. As part of the TLS implementation, a three-way handshake must initiate before exchanging any meaningful information, where client and server negotiate the version and exchange cryptographic keys. This induces at least an additional RTT delay in communication [31]. Regarding redundancy in packet size, earlier versions of TLS, had a decryption in-order dependency, i.e., earlier packets had to be decrypted first. To meditate this inherit flaw, since TLS 1.1, initialization vectors have been introduced, which constitute for bigger packets in size [31].
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2.1.2 The Design of QUIC Protocols

In order to replace the existing stack without intervening at low level protocols and dictating significant alterations to existing systems, QUIC is designed on the premises of existing infrastructure. First, QUIC employs UDP to tackle the interoperability challenge. This diminishes the need to modify the underlying transportation protocols of current systems. Second, to further ease its integration, QUIC operates in the application space rather than kernel space. Doing so, developers of applications can directly shift to QUIC to serve content. Both design decisions, ensure that QUIC is able to run everywhere without significant modifications (passing ossification from middleboxes, user space access, etc.) [31].

QUIC avoids HOL blocking by leveraging the concept of streams. In particular, QUIC abstracts raw data transferring with streams. Each stream represents a unidirectional or bidirectional data flow (i.e., channel) from client-to-server and vice versa [5]. Moreover, streams are uniquely identified, and their ID’s are distinguished based on the initiator, even numbers for clients and odds for servers. On a lower level, streams are composed of STREAM frames that instantiate a stream and carry stream data [5]. Whenever a QUIC packet is lost or delayed, only streams inside this particular packet are blocked. Hence, HOL blocking witnessed in TCP is largely avoided.

Moreover, QUIC is designed to be multiplexed out-of-the-box. QUIC connections are composed of several streams that can be initiated from both endpoints. As stated already, a stream consists of one or more STREAM frames. To transmit streams, QUIC bundles frames into packets. Therefore, QUIC packets are composed of STREAM frames. By bundling one or more frames into a single packet, QUIC achieves multiplexing [5].

On the other hand, QUIC is secure by default. Initially, QUIC connection establishment involves a secure handshake [16], similar to TLS. Further, QUIC encrypts packet payloads from the start, ensuring connections are always encrypted, and effectively avoiding middlebox ossifications. A byproduct of this inherit secure design, is the fact that QUIC reduces the amount of necessary RTT’s to one, enabling faster establishment of connections, and eventually, faster transfer of meaningful data.

Finally, version upgrades in QUIC are easily deployable. In the secure handshake, necessary for connection establishment between two endpoints, clients and servers are able to negotiate versions, with preference for highest supported version. Thus, upgrade of QUIC versions in existing systems and infrastructure is seamless.
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2.1.3 State of the Art

Early evaluations of QUIC exhibit boosts in performance and essentially in latency and loading times of web pages [8, 35, 36, 37]. More specifically, Das reports that QUIC outperforms HTTP/1.1 on very-low and low bandwidth links, and continues improving as RTT increases [35]. Preliminary positive results in [8] are further backed by Google in [36] where Langley et al. indicate reduction in search and video streaming latency. Biswal et al. report better overall performance in poor networking conditions [37].

Despite the good results in low-bandwidth, high-latency, and high-loss environments, [36] and [37] agree that on overall good networking conditions, QUIC is rarely an improvement and sometimes under-performs in comparison to HTTP. In addition, Megyesi et al. in a comprehensive comparison between QUIC, SPDY [6], and HTTP report similar performance with an emphasis on web page loading times.

2.2 Bringing Multiple-Paths to QUIC

Although QUIC is a modern transport protocol, it does not address multiple paths out-of-the-box. As a path, we define a connection between a client and a server. For instance, mobile devices often have several links to wireless connectivity (e.g., LTE, WiFi, etc.). Multipath-TCP (MPTCP), which supports multipath connections has already been proposed for standardization [10]. MPTCP identifies subflows, i.e., paths, during connection establishment and introduces DSS options to enable in-order data transportation from multiple paths [10]. Besides newly introduced TCP options, at network layer, data segments look identical to standard TCP flows [10]. In this manner, MPTCP does not necessitate changes in applications to operate.

Multipath transport brings new opportunities for improving network throughput and reliability. Deng et al. observe better performance with MPTCP in applications with long flows [12]. Furthermore, Raiciu et al. report increased throughput through higher link exploration in large-scale data-centers [13]. In [14], Paasch et al. conduct an experimental study in link handovers and result in a smooth handover experience with Full-MPTCP mode.

2.2.1 The Design of MPQUIC

Following the recent advancements in MPTCP, Coninck et al. propose and submit a draft for standardization, introducing Multipath-QUIC (MPQUIC) [16, 38]. MPQUIC is an ef-
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Fort to leverage and establish multiple path utilization in the QUIC protocol. Concerning design and implementation of MPQUIC, the authors argue the need for selecting optimal paths when network conditions differ (e.g., IPv6 over IPv4), and fault-tolerance when a path fails by handing over the connection to another link [16]. MPQUIC comes into realization by tackling five challenges. Namely, Coninck et al. augment QUIC with modifications on: a) Path Identification, b) Reliable Data Transmission, c) Path Management, d) Packet Scheduling, and e) Congestion Control [16].

Path identification solves ambiguity where packets with lower packet number from one path might arrive after packets with higher packet number from another path have been received. In such a case, middleboxes might drop a packet with a lower packet number [16]. In addition, uniquely identifying paths enables multiple flows in change of address.

Besides identification of paths and to ensure reliability in data transmission, MPQUIC uses a separate packet number space per path. Doing so, the authors combine path IDs and packet numbers in the public header, achieving a potential reduction in huge ACK frames. Also, it enables acknowledgments of packets from different paths by the receiver [16].

Both endpoints are able to create paths and thus dictates the need for path management. MPQUIC offers a path manager that supports path creation and deletion. ID collision of paths is avoided by following the same pattern as in stream IDs. Hence, clients use odd numbers, and servers even respectively. An ADD_ADDRESS frame is added to advertise potential paths over dual-stack hosts.

Packet scheduling on MPQUIC relies on the same heuristic as the default MPTCP implementation on Linux Kernel [11, 16]. Packets are scheduled on an iterative manner on the path with the lowest smoothed-RTT measurements whilst being constrained by the congestion window (i.e., path’s congestion window is not full). MPQUIC offers more flexibility than MPTCP, as each packet can be transmitted over any available path, meanwhile MPTCP is restricted to transmit in sequence to avoid ossification from middleboxes [16]. Current implementation of MPQUIC favors all-paths utilization by initially duplicating traffic over available paths when networking statistics related to a new path are yet unknown [16].

In order to reduce unfairness, Coninck et al. leverage OLIA scheme for congestion control, as results indicate better performance than CUBIC [32] with MPTCP [16]. OLIA is pareto-optimal and therefore can avoid throughput utilization problems of TCP and MPTCP users [39].

\(^1\)Current implementation of MPQUIC does not support server-initiated paths.
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2.2.2 QUIC vs. MPQUIC

Overall, results in performance evaluation of MPQUIC validate the ones presented in Section 2.1.3. Therefore, in low-bandwidth and high-loss environments, MPQUIC performs better than MPTCP and is advantageous to QUIC. On the other hand, when the networking conditions are better, MPQUIC performs slightly better than MPTCP in most scenarios [16]. However, Coninck et al. report that there are no gains from utilizing multiple paths when considering short-file transfers, where initial connectivity is the major contributing factor to performance [16]. Regarding network handover, MPQUIC is able to manage failing or unstable paths by adding an extra PATHS frame in retransmitted packets [16].

2.3 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is essentially a decision making process. Therefore, the keyword learning is used in the context of learning to map stimuli from the environment to decisions, or better known as actions [40]. Unlike supervised and unsupervised learning, RL has by definition an exploratory nature. The agent (i.e., learner) observes the environment, interacts with it, and obtains a reward based on the impact. As an objective, the agent wants to receive the maximum cumulative reward.

To obtain a high reward the agent must strike a balance between exploration and exploitation [40]. It is impossible for an agent to be effective (i.e., take actions that yield high reward) without exploiting, but exploitation implies that the agent has previously explored the environment and derived to optimal mappings between states and actions. Hence, exploration/exploitation is a common challenge in RL.

Formally, RL problems can be mathematically modelled as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [41]. MDPs frame decision making problems that have a sequence naturally, i.e., actions taken now, affect the environment in the “future” [40]. In Figure 2.1 a basic agent-environment interaction is depicted. The agent observes the state $S_t$ at discrete time step $t$ based on which it takes an action $A_t$ and obtains a reward $R_t$.

For this simple yet explanatory RL scenario, there are a few assumptions to be taken into consideration. First, there is a predefined set of possible actions $A$. Secondly, the time steps are discrete as in $t = 1, 2, ..., n$. An action $A_t$ is selected based on a policy $\pi$, i.e., policy $\pi$ is a mapping from $S_t$ to $A_t$. Each action transitions the environment to $S_{t+1}$ and continues until a terminal state is reached.
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As stated already, the goal of the agent is to obtain the maximum cumulative reward. This can be mathematically formulated as $\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_t$. Notice the $\gamma \in (0,1]$ term known as the discount factor. The discount factor controls how much the current return affects potential gains in the future, i.e., sets the preference for immediate or future rewards.

### 2.3.1 Model-Free Policy Gradient RL

There is an extensive family of RL algorithms and methods. In particular, we concern the model-free categorical branch as it is the common case amongst RL problems. Model-free methods fit in problems where the environment cannot be modeled explicitly, i.e., environments that do not possess a state-transition model apriori [40]. Stream scheduling Multipath-QUIC is model-free since we cannot possibly predict how an action will affect the environment. Albeit model-free approaches fit most challenges, agents in such environments are harder to train since optimization is done in a trial and error fashion.

SAILfish utilizes policy gradient methods [42] to train its policy. The goal is to learn a policy $\pi(a|s)$ where an action $a_t$ is selected over a probability distribution based on the observed state $s_t$ [27]. Policy gradient methods leverage function approximators to derive a policy $\pi_\theta$ where $\theta$ stands for the weights of the function [42]. Update of the policy parameters $\theta$ are proportional to the gradients of the obtained rewards estimated by applying the policy with respect to the parameters [27].

A descriptive taxonomy on the families and methodologies of RL approaches and methods is presented in [43].
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2.3.2 Neural Networks as Function Approximators

Utilizing Neural Networks (NNs) for function approximation is a long-standing technique that has been successfully applied in many domains over the years [17, 21, 22, 27]. NNs are natural in learning meaningful representations from raw signals. Therefore, in environments with continuous variables, as in SAILfish, NNs are successful in deriving optimal approximations. Additionally, NNs do not depend on hand-engineered features [27] thus, making a strong case for RL problems.

2.3.3 The Case for Advantage Actor-Critic

There are two common methods to solve RL problems, (1) is policy optimization, and (2) value function approximation. Policy optimization regards algorithms that perform gradient ascent per step directly on an optimization objective during simulation of the environment [44]. On the other hand, value function approximation methods optimize indirectly on the objective, i.e., attempt to approximate an near-optimal policy [44]. Both methods are subjective to different flaws. In particular, policy optimization algorithms introduce variance and do not consider prior information, whilst, value function approaches, are not reliable in terms of deriving an optimal policy [44].

Combining the best of two worlds, Actor-Critic algorithms leverage value-based and policy gradient methods into a single learning scheme for optimal performance. Conceptually, the Actor learns a policy, which is inferred to select an action on the observed state. Critic on the other hand, computes the state value, i.e., an estimation of expected returns if we follow the policy moving forward. As the name suggests, Actor is the one who acts, while Critic evaluates and proposes changes to the Actor, based on which the policy parameters are updated.

Critic’s state-value estimation is based on the expected returns [42]:

$$\mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_t \right].$$

(2.1)

Further, the Actor updates its network policy $\pi_{\theta_v}$ by computing the gradient of the policy w.r.t. parameters $\theta_v$ [45]:

$$\theta_v \leftarrow \theta_v - \alpha \sum_t \nabla_{\theta_v} \log\pi_{\theta_v}(a_t|s_t)A(s_t, a_t).$$

(2.2)

The learning rate is represented by $\alpha$, a small constant $\alpha \in (0, 1.0]$, that controls how drastically the policy should update per step (i.e. how big of a step). $A(s_t, a_t)$ represents
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the advantage function. Conceptually, advantage serves as a baseline and helps reduce variance [45]. An estimation of advantage is provided by $r_{t+1} + \gamma V^\pi(S_{t+1}) - V^\pi(S_t)$ [27].

In a similar manner, the Critic utilizes Temporal Difference (TD) [40] to update its network parameters $\theta_w$ [27]:

$$
\theta_w \leftarrow \theta_w - \alpha' \sum_t \nabla_{\theta_w} (r_{t+1} + \gamma V^\pi(S_{t+1}) - V^\pi(S_t))^2.
$$

(2.3)

Finally, to mitigate the risk of converging early, [45] adds the entropy term to regularize the objective. The regularization term is estimated as $\beta \nabla_{\theta_v} H(\pi_{\theta_v}(s_t; \theta_v))$ [45] and is added to Equation 2.2 to complete the policy update. Entropy actively affects the exploration factor of the agent. Increasing constant $\beta$ results in higher-exploration during training. A more detailed overview on Actor-Critic algorithms is presented in [44].
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Related Work

Packet scheduling in multipath protocols entails more challenges than their single-path counterparts. In general, inefficient scheduling of packets might result into suboptimal performance, or even worse, might be the root cause of performance degradation. The default policy introduced in the Linux kernel implementation of MPTCP [11], namely Minimum-RTT first (MinRTT), and later integrated in novel MPQUIC implementation [16], is a strong illustration of a lacking scheme that might hinder the benefits of multiple paths utilization [18, 20].

MinRTT is a simple heuristic-based scheduling mechanism that favors fast paths and quick dispatch of packets (i.e., round-robin packing), but its offering in simplicity, has been reported to result in head-of-line (HoL) blocking, and underutilization of paths [17, 18, 20]. This is especially true, because of the fact that MinRTT does not consider realistic network conditions (e.g. path heterogeneity, various delays in paths, etc.) but rather relies on greediness to operate.

Addressing the limitations of the default scheduler(s), researchers have been exploring alternative policies to boost performance. The majority of proposed work regards MPTCP. This is natural considering QUIC has not been widely adopted yet, and MPQUIC is fairly new and still under ongoing standardization process by the IETF [38]. In this chapter, we provide and discuss a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art related works to SAILfish in both MPTCP and MPQUIC transport protocols.

3.1 Scheduling in MPTCP

Significant work has been conducted to address the limitations of existing scheduling mechanisms in MPTCP [17, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51].
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To overcome out-of-order packet blocking experienced when paths are asymmetrical, Kuhn et al. propose a scheduling algorithm that places packets for transmission based on lowest packet sequence number on the fast path, i.e., prioritizes delivery of packets with lower sequence numbers [50]. BLEST on the other hand, takes preventive measures towards HoL blocking by estimating potential packet blockage on a subflow [46].

Other recently proposed schedulers aim on different objectives. ReMP [47] proposes a scheduling scheme targeting best possible latency. To do so, Frommgen et al. leverage data redundancy to identify and utilize the fastest subflow (i.e., packet replication over all paths) [47]. MP-Dash [49] focuses on video-streaming and takes into consideration user-preference (i.e., potential path costs) and streaming deadlines to operate. [48] targets for data chunk completion time, [51] allocates packets beforehand based on path conditions, emphasizing on concurrent transmission completion (i.e., in-order arrival).

To the best of our knowledge, the work closest to ours is presented in [17]. Zhang et al. propose ReLes, a learning-based packet scheduler for MPTCP. ReLes leverages modern Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithms and techniques [52] to learn an accurate representation of the problem space and provide optimal packet scheduling decisions. Taking into consideration the dynamicity of network environments, ReLes attempts to strike a balance between a variety of Quality of Service (QoS) objectives, and leveraging the traits of multipath protocols [17]. Evaluation of ReLes indicates significant performance benefits, especially when paths exhibit heterogeneity. In addition, ReLes demonstrates great adaptivity in response to fluctuating networking conditions based on measurements conducted in the wild. Overall, performance evaluation of ReLes fuels our motivation and provides inspiration to our work, as to the best of our knowledge, no learning-based stream scheduling mechanism for MPQUIC has been proposed yet.

3.2 The Case for MPQUIC

Recently, various efforts target the scheduling mechanism of MPQUIC to boost the performance benefits of multipath capabilities. An early work proposes a stream-aware scheduler, leveraging HTTP/2 priority-based streams aiming to enhance user experience [18]. In detail, Rabitsch et al. propose a stream-aware variant of Earliest Completion First (SA-ECF) presented initially for MPTCP [53]. SA-ECF estimates the stream completion time for a stream per path, and selects the path with the lowest RTT to transmit over. Even though SA-ECF takes into account stream priorities, the methodology of SA-ECF results into streams contesting for the fast path(s) [20].
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Shi et al. propose FStream [19] focusing on loading times of high-priority streams. FStream takes into consideration path heterogeneity and stream properties (e.g., priority, stream size, etc.) to schedule streams into paths. This approach optimizes towards completion time of crucial streams but appears to be suboptimal when it comes to alleviating aggregated bandwidth of multiple paths (i.e., an important stream is scheduled into a single path) [20]. In addition, when paths are homogeneous, performance is degrading and there are no significant benefits.

In their subsequent work [20], Shi et al. utilize priority buckets to overcome prior limitations of FStream and optimize against first-rendering time of web pages. Each priority bucket holds streams with similar priorities, hence, buckets with lower priorities are scheduled for later-transmission. In other words, transmission priority is given to buckets that contain crucial-for-rendering streams. Streams can be scheduled proportionally to paths, based on stream features and in turn, paths transmit streams in a per-stream order based on descending bucket-priorities [20].

A different approach specializing in scenarios where the server knows a priori stream dependencies and determines scheduling of streams for transmission is presented in [15]. However, such a scenario is rather rare and does not conform to realistic server environments (i.e., online traffic) [20].

Despite the recent efforts, most proposed scheduling schemes for MPQUIC rely on heuristics to operate. Heuristics are often under-performing and especially in cases drawn on unrealistic scenarios and network configurations which do not conform to real world observations but rather on edge cases and sandboxed environments. Typically, schedulers based on heuristics optimize for a specific optimization objective, that does not perform well under realistic production environments [17].

It is only recently that a learning-based approach has been proposed. Wu et al. introduce a hybrid scheduling system to tackle aforementioned drawbacks of heuristic-based solutions [29]. Essentially, Wu et al. propose Peekaboo, a novel per-packet scheduling mechanism for MPQUIC. Peekaboo is a system that combines two major distinct components for achieving optimal performance: (1) a learning-based deterministic scheduling policy, and (2) a stochastic adjustment strategy [29]. To derive a deterministic policy, Peekaboo conforms to RL methods, i.e., contextual multi-armed bandit (MAB) [30], and formulates a set of actions similar to the ones introduced in BLEST [46]. In particular, the learning-based component of Peekaboo selects between a blocking action (i.e., wait for fast path to become available) and a transmit action (i.e., transmit on the slower path). Whenever both paths are available for transmission, Peekaboo relies on MinRTT to operate. Additionally, with
the purpose of tackling suboptimal scheduling decisions of the generated policy, authors of Peekaboo introduce an adjustment strategy involving stochasticity [29] as a complementary system component. Specifically, Peekaboo associates decision-making, i.e., output actions, with certain probability values. This enables on-the-fly adjustments, especially in cases where the policy does not match encountered networking conditions [29].

Performance evaluation of Peekaboo portraits significant performance gains regarding download of single-files and basic streaming scenarios in both emulated and real networking traffic. However, despite these promising results and efforts to experiment in a wide range of network configurations, Peekaboo is solely compared against single-file downloads, a rather unrealistic use-case. Particularly, Peekaboo is not measured against downloading of multiple-files, i.e., streams, and better yet, in stream prioritization schemes, e.g., actual download of a website. In addition, Peekaboo is not a pure learning-based solution but a hybrid scheme that also depends on heuristics to operate.
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In this chapter, we discuss the design of SAILfish, a novel stream scheduler for Multipath-QUIC. SAILfish is based on state-of-the-art RL algorithms and techniques to learn an optimal scheduling policy that aims for enhanced user QoE in web applications.

As a system, we elaborate on the overall architecture and various components. Meanwhile, focus is maintained on the novelty of our proposal, the learning-based policy. We formulate the RL problem and discuss the specifics in detail. Finally, we provide a thorough justification for the selection of the RL algorithm.

4.1 System Overview

SAILfish lays its foundations in systems design and is inherently a sophisticated networking system. The system itself aligns with the goals to alleviate performance bottlenecks of multipath protocols, and specifically that of MPQUIC. Architecturally, our system comprises of distinct components that cooperate in harmony to offer enhanced user QoE. Therefore, SAILfish is more than a derived policy. In particular, SAILfish is an online self-adjusting scheme that works against network adversities, learns from experience, and leverages advantages of multipath protocols.

In this section, we aim to shed light into SAILfish system components and provide a descriptive overview of how everything binds together. Namely, SAILfish consists of (1) MPQUIC server(s), (2) scheduling agent, and (3) Traffic Monitor. MPQUIC server is a typical HTTP server that leverages MPQUIC protocol in application layer to deliver content to clients instead of traditional TCP & TLS. In our proposed system, MPQUIC
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4.1. Learning-based Scheduling

In Figure 4.1, the RL agent serving scheduling requests that originate from the innate scheduler of MPQUIC is depicted. The requests come in a stream-based manner, i.e., each scheduling request concerns a certain stream.

The scheduling decision is based on a learned policy. To infer the current policy, the agent dictates knowledge of specific network insights (i.e., state) at given time. In our system,
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such information derives through the monitoring component which captures network activity. More specifically, there are distinct attributes that we collect and process, for instance, RTT, bandwidth estimations, and aggregated packet loss.

SAILfish scheduling policy leverages Neural Networks (NNs) as function approximators. Thus, collected network data is provided as input for model inference, which outputs the appropriate path to transmit the stream. The result of this operation is returned to MPQUIC which assigns the stream for transmission over the selected path. Eventually, the stream is packed into packets and transmitted as a response to the originator (i.e., client).

While this process is ongoing, the agent is able to adjust to network adversities and learn from new data. Essentially, our agent is capable of self-healing and surviving unforeseen circumstances that occur in dynamic networks. By aggregating collective experience from serving scheduling requests, SAILfish evolves on the fly and derives policies that fit more networking conditions of the environment. Regular policy updates are a counter-measure against heuristics-based solutions that cannot adapt to the dynamism of networks.

4.1.2 Traffic Monitoring

Despite the efforts to provide seamless integration, our proposed system increases module complexity and by design introduces communication overheads. Even though MPQUIC is a state-of-the-art networking protocol, it does not standardize procedures on active traffic monitoring.

To gather useful network insights, we introduce a monitoring component as displayed in Figure 4.1. Our proposed architecture illustrates a necessary monitoring module that actively collects traffic data, estimates performance metrics and provides aggregated insights to the agent as a networking state.

The state is mandated by our agent, since, it is provided as input to the policy, described in Section 4.1.1. Estimation of network metrics is constrained to the bare-minimum in order to ensure fast computation times and even faster delivery. Particularly, we are concerned in bandwidth and RTT measurements. Hence, we utilize state-of-the-art algorithms for the estimations. For bandwidth, we track delivery rate based on BBR [54], while RTT measurements rely on [55].

Yet, our design choices result in two drawbacks to consider for future work: (1) an induced performance overhead as a result of computations and especially communication between modules, and (2) tightly-coupled components, failure of monitor results in system degradation.
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![Figure 4.2: Typical heuristics stream-based scheduler in MPQUIC.](image)

### 4.1.3 Limitations of the Design

SAILfish is designed to guarantee optimal scheduling policies in favor of multipath protocols and specifically targets for user experience. Therefore, by contract SAILfish architecture lacks in other quality aspects of distributed networking systems.

As a result, our proposed system is hardware constrained. This means we do not consider low-resource, low-power or limited environments. Thus, we have expanded our architecture from one monolith application-layer protocol (i.e., MPQUIC) into distinct software components. In other words, our hardware requirements have sharply increased. Each of the modules, requires state-of-the-art hardware capabilities (e.g., modern GPU for agent model inference, etc.).

### 4.2 Learning Scheduling Policies

To derive an optimal scheduling policy, one of the important prerequisites is the definition of an environment that meets certain criteria. We consider specific networking estimations for the agent to utilize during training. In addition, we need to formalize the action space, and motivating factor for our agent, i.e., the reward.

In this section, we formulate the RL problem in a formal manner, and specify the optimization objective. Furthermore, we present a compelling case against our selection of the RL algorithm.

#### 4.2.1 Problem Formulation

We consider a server that utilizes MPQUIC to deliver content to clients, i.e., fetch websites. On the other end, we have a client that supports MPQUIC but packet scheduling is performed on proposed vanilla implementation. Both endpoints need MPQUIC to establish and utilize a multipath QUIC connection. More details on path establishment...
and secure handshake are described in [16, 38]. In the context of learning a scheduling policy and for simplicity, we focus on the server side.

The client initiates a connection and fires concurrent requests as introduced in [19]. Therefore, requests are stream-based and HTTP/2 prioritized (i.e., based on assigned priority weights). Incremental unique identifiers are assigned per stream based on arrival time, and each endpoint keeps track of its own streams.

The server orders streams on arrival and assigned priorities and marks for transmission in an iterative manner. In heuristics-based solutions [17, 19, 20], the scheduler aggregates network statistics at hand and determines a path to transmit the stream, or a portion of the stream. An example of such a scheduler, similar to state-of-the-art approaches [19] is presented in Figure 4.2.

In our approach, we utilize a similar architecture. We consider distinct scheduling epochs divided by time-steps \( t \in \mathbb{N} \). Each scheduling epoch, streams available for transmission are assigned to a distinct available and failure-free path \( i \), where in our case, \( i \in (0, 2] \).

The target objective for our scheduling policy is to find the best possible set of tuple assignments \((\text{path}_i, \text{stream}_j)^+\), where \( i, j \geq 1 \).

### 4.2.1.1 State Space

The state space represents a snapshot of the learning environment. Snapshots capture the network statistics at time \( t \), i.e., every scheduling epoch. Each time-step \( t \), we opt for path assignment a set of available streams \((\text{stream}_i, \text{stream}_{i+1}, \ldots, \text{stream}_n)\), where \( i = 2k + 1 \) and \( k \in \mathbb{N}^+ \). Recall from Section 2.1.2, server-side streams are odd numbered.

Our agent observes \( \text{state}_t \) in each epoch. Similarly to [17], environment \( \text{state}_t \) can be presented as a set \((s_{t,1}, s_{t,2}, \ldots, s_{t,n})\), where \( i \in [1, n] \) denotes the state of path \( i \). For each path \( i \), \( \text{state}_{t,i} \) is a combination of the following network metrics:

- \( \text{bdw}_{i,t} \) represents bandwidth estimation in epoch \( t \)
- \( \text{rtt}_{i,t} \) represents smoothed RTT measurements in epoch \( t \)
- \( ploss_{i,t} \) represents count of lost packets in epoch \( t \)
- \( pret_{i,t} \) represents count of retransmitted packets in epoch \( t \)
- \( ptotal_{i,t} \) represents count of total packets sent in epoch \( t \)
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4.2.1.2 Action Space

Each state is fed as input to the agent. As a result, agent outputs an action. Actions are immediate responses to observed environment states. This part of the process concerns advanced decision-making (recall from Section 2.3).

Actions in SAILfish represent the path to place stream for transmission. Since multiple streams can be allocated to different paths at the same epoch with same state, actions can be written as a set of action = (, , , ..., ), where \(1 < j = 2k + 1 < n\) and \(k, n \in \mathbb{N}^*\), representing stream to path assignment.

4.2.1.3 Reward

Agents need a well-defined quantitative metric to fine-tune their policies. These metrics, otherwise known as rewards or reinforcement signals, evaluate the performance of the agent. Rewards are computed at the end of each scheduling epoch. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, every time-step, the agent observes state and takes action. For every action taken, reward is calculated to assess the performance.

Therefore, reward is a sophisticated function that needs to be carefully designed as it directly impacts the optimization objective of our agent. In our case, we derive the following reward function:

\[
R(s_t, a_t) = \alpha \times \text{bw}_{path_i}t - \beta \times \text{ctme}_t - \gamma \times \text{aRTT}_t - \delta \times \text{aLOSS}_t \tag{4.1}
\]

In detail, we formulate the agent’s reward polynomial function as follows:

- \(\text{bw}_{path_i}t\) represents the bandwidth of path taken at action. This metric prompts the agent to prefer faster paths.

- \(\text{ctme}_t\) is the time difference of stream since the stream was originally requested from the client to the moment it was downloaded from the server. We penalize the agent when stream completion times increase as a quantitative measure to user experience.

- \(\text{aRTT}_t\) stands for aggregated latency of both paths at time-step and is measured in ms. The penalty on increased RTTs incentive’s agent to respond to lower latency paths.
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- $aLOSS_t$ stands for aggregated count of lost and retransmitted packets at time-step $t$. Similarly to $αRTT_t$, we punish the agent in favor for paths that experience less packet loss.

- Finally, $α, β, γ$ and $δ$ are constant variables, where $c ∈ (0, 1.0]$. This allows for weight adjustment on the metrics, i.e., what we consider as most crucial towards our objective.

4.2.2 Learning Algorithm

4.2.2.1 A2C-based Learning

To learn an optimal scheduling policy, we propose to use an Actor-Critic methodology. The Actor-Critic variant of RL algorithms combine the best of two worlds. In particular, policy-based approaches favor faster convergence and perform better in stochastic environments but introduce variance [44]. On the other hand, value approximation methods are more sample efficient and stable, yet lack in reliability, i.e., guarantee for optimal results [44].

The combination of above methods introduces the powerful Actor-Critic. A high-level overview is depicted in Figure 4.3. In detail, we observe a NN with two different output layers. One is the policy, i.e., the Actor, and the other is the value approximation, i.e., the Critic. The policy represents the action to be taken at a given state, while the value approximation computes the Temporal Difference (TD) error as described in Section 2.3.3. Both Actor and Critic receive the same state as input to the NN. Further, the TD error is computed based on the reward received from the environment. Based on the TD error, both Actor and Critic update their parameters accordingly. To put it into perspective, the Critic guides the direction on which the Actor will update its policy. As a result, Actors have a reduced variance due to baseline reduction in gradient steps, hence, result in faster convergence [44] [45]. While Critics, are able to guarantee convergence in contrast to Critic-only methods [44].

Therefore, SAILfish leverages Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) to learn its scheduling policy. A2C is a variant of the state-of-the-art RL algorithm Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) [45].

4.2.2.2 A2C vs. A3C

The basic difference in A2C is the lack of an Asynchronous module. Essentially, A3C supports spawning multiple workers (e.g., processes, threads, etc.) each one with its own copy of the environment. Workers run training sessions in parallel and conduct asynchronous
parameter updates to a central network [45]. In turn, the central network maintains global parameters that sync to workers.

Meanwhile, A2C leverages one or more workers, but instead of asynchronously updating the network parameters, the central agent blocks until all workers communicate their progress, and conducts training on all sessions simultaneously.

Recent work indicates that the asynchronous part of A3C does not offer significant benefits [56]. On the contrary, A2C exhibits greater performance in single-GPU training environments and similar or greater performance overall [56].

To the best of our knowledge, A2C/A3C is a state-of-the-art algorithm that has been successfully applied in a variety of contexts [45, 57], including challenges that concern networking and scheduling [25, 27, 28].
Evaluation

SAILfish is a complex system and mandates extensive evaluation to argue its benefits. In this chapter, we elaborate on the evaluation of our proposed system. First, we proceed to discuss the implementation details of SAILfish prototype, and related challenges we encountered.

Then, we concern a formal well-defined experimentation setup to ensure correct and transparent evaluation of our system, especially in terms of performance. Further, a thorough description of findings is presented. Finally, we discuss the results and comment on our design and implementation.

5.1 Implementation

To ensure proper evaluation of SAILfish, we need to build a representative prototype. In this section, we discuss our implementation approach. Moreover, we elaborate on technical details and provide an overview of the finalised learning environment.

Based on this implementation, we train our scheduling agent to derive an optimal policy. The best performing model of our training sessions is further utilized in upcoming sections and is used as a comparison metric with other related work in the domain of MPQUIC scheduling.

5.1.1 Setting up MPQUIC

We start building our system from the most important component, that of MPQUIC. As a starting point, our implementation is based on novel MPQUIC scheduling work FStream by Shi et al. in [19]. Subsequently, Shi et al. have integrated FStream into the novel open-source implementation of MPQUIC [58] from Coninck et al. [16, 38].
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In a similar manner, Coninck et al. have extended the original open-source contribution of Clemente et al. on Github\(^1\) QUIC implementation in pure Go\(^2\). With integration of our codebase on top of existing work, the benefits are manifold. First, our results are aligned with prior work, thus, making comparisons is easier and more malleable. Second, continuous work on fellow researchers boosts transparency and increases reproducability of results. Third, the need to reinvent the wheel is diminished, hence, productivity is enhanced and focus is shifted towards novelty.

Existing implementations of MPQUIC rely on Mininet\(^59, 60\) to operate and especially simulate experiments. Mininet is a fully-fledged networking emulation tool. It runs on a VM on top of the host OS. Mininet creates virtual networks that are particularly useful in evaluation.

Since we base our work on the FStream implementation, a stream-based mechanism is already in place. Additionally, Shi et al. have modified MPQUIC to support prioritized streams (i.e., weighted) based on HTTP/2. Furthermore, example client and server integrations are available for testing the alterations.

Therefore, we can directly focus on the scheduling component. We have replaced the scheduler with a messaging mechanism based on the ZeroMQ protocol\(^61\). More specifically, instead of deriving a scheduling plan (i.e., schedule streams for transmission), the scheduler issues requests to the agent in a REQ/REP pattern, whilst encapsulating network insights (e.g., smoothed RTT, lost packets, etc.). The associated response contains the agent’s plan on stream-to-path allocation, which MPQUIC follows faithfully. Meanwhile, we assume zero path failures.

5.1.2 SAILfish in Detail

SAILfish leverages NNs as function approximators for the A2C implementation. To ensure robustness, reliability and fast prototype integration, our implementation relies on the state-of-the-art open-source TensorFlow Deep Learning library\(^62\) and TFLearn\(^63\).

Additionally, we base our agent on the publicly available A2C implementation of Pensieve\(^27\). Pensieve leverages A2C to learn Adaptive-Bitrate (ABR) algorithms. To do so, Pensieve trains on network statistics and outputs ABR selection for the next video frames. The similarity of learning ABR algorithms with scheduling policies is conspicuous. By leveraging Pensieve’s agent code, we save a lot of effort and moreover, aid attempts to replicate results. Furthermore, it increases the credibility of both works.

\(^1\)www.github.com  
\(^2\)GoLang
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Both Actor and Critic networks have identical structure with the sole difference of the output layer. The Actor applies the softmax function for the policy output, whilst Critic directly outputs the value function, i.e., it applies no activation function. Analogous to Pensieve [27], our agent comprises of 1D-CNN input layers for past latency estimations per path (i.e., RTT). The idea to utilize CNNs for time-series stems from successful applications that argue comparable or better performance than other techniques (e.g., RNN variants, LSTM, etc.) [64, 65, 66]. The layers are merged into a 128 neurons fully-connected hidden layer [25].

We specify hyperparameters similar to the defaults of Pensieve. More specifically, we set the discount factor $\gamma \leftarrow 0.99$ and learning rates $\alpha \leftarrow 0.0001$ and $\alpha' \leftarrow 0.001$, for Actor and Critic respectively. A high discount factor indicates the agent aims for future-proof rewards instead of instant gratification. To avoid premature convergence, we set the entropy weight $\beta \leftarrow 10.0$ and slowly decrease it over time.

For the reward design described in Section 4.2.1.3, we set the constants to the reward function as follows; $\alpha \leftarrow 1.0, \beta \leftarrow 1.0, \gamma \leftarrow 0.8$, and $\delta \leftarrow 0.6$. The values of our reward design are drawn empirically. Over the course of experimenting, we witness less significance in added latency and even lesser in lost packets.
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5.1.3 Module Communication

To emulate the traffic monitoring component depicted in Figure 4.1, we set up a middleware that lies in Mininet VM. The middleware serves in a twofold manner. First, middleware subscribes to the MPQUIC client and gathers stream insights (e.g., stream completion times, total rendering time, etc.) that forwards to the agent for evaluation. Second, it aggregates network state and forwards it to the agent to accompany the scheduling request. Then, it redirects the response back to MPQUIC server.

5.1.4 Training SAILfish

We train SAILfish with batch gradient updates. In every epoch, we follow the current policy and subsequent network updates occur in the end. As an epoch in SAILfish, distinct website delivery scenarios are utilized. In particular, we maintain a list of website dependency graphs recorded for use in SPDY evaluation [67]. Dependency graphs contain objects (i.e., streams) distinguished by priority, size, file type, etc. The graphs are associated with their actual files kept in server-side, provided in [67].

Therefore, an epoch constitutes a client-side request to fetch a website from the server. Requests are divided into distinct stream-based sub-requests with browser-based priority, e.g., Firefox [68] prioritizes on Javascript, HTML, and CSS files, and postpones everything else. When the website is downloaded, rewards are computed, and a batch update is performed. Then, we proceed to the next epoch. Hence, each epoch follows the scheduling policy of the previous one.

Approximately, SAILfish takes $7 \cdot 10^3$ epochs to converge to an optimal policy. The complete overview of the training environment is presented in Figure 5.1. In the left part, we depict the host OS and the agent component that consists of the A2C modules, a request handler to receive requests from aforementioned middleware, and a simulator to run training scenarios. The agent is the main coordinator concerning training.

In the right compartment, we present the Mininet VM and the client-server architecture that lies within. Notice the bi-directional communication between agent and Mininet modules. On the top part, we have aggregated networking insights and stream data, whilst, on the bottom, raw scheduling requests. Network measurements are fed to the agent, to take informed actions. Since we concern only the server for simplicity, the communication channel between agent and MPQUIC scheduler stops there. For simplicity, an explicit representation of middleware component is omitted.
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In this section, we cover the design of experiments conducted to evaluate SAILfish. Particularly, we concern four aspects of control. Initially, we discuss the website dependency graphs utilized to run the experiments. We shift our attention on selected network configurations and the impact per se on performance. Then, we treat the environment upon execution of experiments. Finally, we elaborate and comment on the comparison baselines.

5.2.1 Dependency Graphs

Thoroughly discussed in Section 5.1.4, we utilize certain dependency graphs for training and evaluating SAILfish provided in [67]. Each dependency graph consists of a distinct website with its associated files that lie on the server side. Additionally, a website composes a batch sample for our system. Clients parse the file and fire prioritized requests.

To ensure integrity throughout evaluation and avoid the common problem of overfitting models, we have separated dependency graphs to training and testing, respectively. Our agent has never trained on graphs from the test set, and vice-versa. The benefits of this approach are twofold. First, we ensure correctness of results, since, our agent is unaware on specifics of the particular graph. Second, we can measure how SAILfish reacts to unforeseen scenarios similar to in the wild evaluations.

Moreover, Table 5.1 presents the dependency graphs used for evaluating SAILfish. In particular, and based on available graphs at hand, we select eight separate testing scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>No. of files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>google</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twitter</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facebook</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youtube</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renren</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dropbox</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alipay</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aws.amazon</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Dependency graphs used in evaluation.
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in an effort to capture all cases in testing environment and align with training sessions. Specifically, we formulate three categories based on the number of files of each graph. We consider a small number of files, Table 5.1 graphs 1-3, a medium number, Table 5.1 graphs 4-6, and finally, a large number, Table 5.1 graphs 7-8. Different files not only constitute for variance in requests (i.e., unique prioritization), but also file sizes per se, have varying impact on performance. For instance, websites that contain large files are generally slower to download and this may affect scheduling decision(s).

5.2.2 Network Configurations

Similarly to the SAILfish training environment, we utilize Mininet [60] to conduct our experiments. Mininet allows creation of virtual network interfaces, including multiple paths. For each path, we assign certain values to specific network attributes. In SAILfish, we mainly concern bandwidth, latency, and chance of packet loss.

To test across a variety of network configurations we draw uniform paired (i.e., path_1 and path_2) samples and categorize them into five buckets; (1) low bandwidth similar, (2) low bandwidth dissimilar, (3) homogeneous, (4) high bandwidth dissimilar, and (5) high bandwidth similar. Different categories allow for complete coverage in networking environments instead of assuming conditions that may or may not occur in realistic dynamic networks. This enhances validity, and boosts confidence in deployment of SAILfish in the wild.

Table 5.2 depicts the complete set of path configurations we simulate ours tests on. As noted, we select five particular cases, one per category. Every configuration is controlled, to ensure validity and realism in use-case scenarios. In detail, we constrain bandwidth values ranging between 1 and 100Mbps, latency between 0.0 and 50ms, and chances of losing a packet between 0.0 and 2.0 percent.

5.2.3 Baselines

SAILfish generates a stream-based scheduling policy, i.e., streams are assigned to distinct subflows for transmission. Therefore, a direct comparison of SAILfish with vanilla per-packet MinRTT scheduler in MPQUIC base implementation [16] will introduce unfairness. To mitigate the risk, we additionally compare SAILfish against a stream-based adaptation of MinRTT heuristic, introduced in [19]. The stream-based MinRTT, leverages the same minimum latency path-selection heuristic initially presented in Chapter 2 and further dis-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bandwidth (Mbps)</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Loss (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path 1</td>
<td>Path 2</td>
<td>Path 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-bdw similar</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low-bdw dissimilar</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homogeneous</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-bdw dissimilar</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-bdw similar</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Multipath configurations for network simulation.

The sole difference of the two schemes is instead of assigning distinct packets to paths, the stream-based adaptation assigns complete streams, as in SAILfish.

This allows to draw safer conclusions on the results and leverage fairness between scheduling policies. Furthermore, our approach institutes an implicit comparison between stream and packet-based MPQUIC schedulers, setting directions for future work and exploration.

5.2.4 Evaluation Environment

Putting everything into perspective, we run experiments in a similar environment to the one used for training SAILfish. However, there are two significant differences. First, in the evaluation we only concern performance results between all three scheduling schemes presented in Section 5.2.3. Second, the vanilla per-packet scheduling MinRTT policy in the base MPQUIC implementation [16] is unaware of prioritized streams.

For the first consideration, and since we account only for performance metrics, we proceed to export an optimal model from our training sessions and introduce a new minimal component. In detail, we place a scheduling request handler inside the Mininet VM with a minimal agent representation that loads the extracted model. Instead of handling traffic requests outside of Mininet, as presented in Figure 5.1, we generate responses directly in the VM. This allows for faster experiments (i.e., less communication overhead), and seamless integration for all schemes (i.e., utilization of a single physical device). Additionally, the agent is acting only as a response handler to scheduling requests, with no further training endured.

On the other hand, we proceed to modify the vanilla MPQUIC implementation [16] to be stream-aware. More specifically, we alternate the default client component to fire requests...
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in HTTP/2 prioritized fashion, as in the client provided in Shi et al. implementation [19], also used for training SAILfish. In this sense, we manage to ensure fairness throughout the whole evaluation for all scheduling policies.

5.3 Performance Evaluation

After carefully designing our testing environment, we proceed to describe the actual execution of website scenarios. Specifically, we discuss in detail the procedure conducted to collect data for each scenario and per scheduling policy. Then, we present our findings and analyze performance per scheduler and in combination.

5.3.1 Collecting Scheduling Data

We automate the testing procedure with minimal Python scripts. In detail, for every scheduling policy and for every website graph presented in Table 5.1 we execute all five network configurations depicted in Table 5.2. To maintain integrity in our findings, for each network configuration we run tests in an iterative manner, specifically 10 times each.

Per scenario execution, we collect a generated client log. The log contains relevant information which we utilize to analyse and discuss performance. Essentially, our logs contain detailed information on transmission per path and scheduling step (stream or packet based), completion time per stream since scheduling request fired in ms, and the total completion time to download a graph/website in seconds(s).

5.3.2 Performance Analysis

We study the performance of SAILfish by measuring aggregated stream completion times, i.e., the time it takes to download a single file from a website graph under certain networking conditions. Streams are prioritized and requested in a specific order as described in Section 5.1.4.

5.3.2.1 SAILfish vs. Stream-based MinRTT

We present the performance of SAILfish on small dependency graphs in Figure 5.2. Specifically, in Figure 5.2a we exhibit the average stream completion for each dependency graph across all scenarios and every network configuration. We observe consistently reduced stream completion times on average compared to stream-based MinRTT in environments with high bandwidth. Specifically, in high bandwidth dissimilar configuration we report
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![Graph showing performance evaluation of SAILfish compared to stream-based MinRTT and packet-based MinRTT across Google, Twitter, and Facebook. The graphs depict average stream completion times and cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for different network configurations.](image)

(a) Aggregated Average Stream Completion Times

(b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) Plot on Stream Completion Times

**Figure 5.2:** Performance of SAILfish on small dependency graphs under different network configurations.

on average, approximately 9% reduction in completion times. Additionally, in high bandwidth similar conditions environment, a 8% decrease is reported. Yet the most significant difference in file downloading times, occurs in low bandwidth similar conditions, and is approximately 23%.

When evaluated against medium dependency graphs presented in Figure 5.3a, SAILfish performs slightly better than stream-based MinRTT in high bandwidth dissimilar configurations with an average decrease of 4%. Meanwhile, SAILfish significantly outperforms
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the baseline in low bandwidth similar settings. Specifically, SAILfish manages an average 22% reduction. In addition, when paths are homogeneous a slight increase in performance is reported in two out of three cases. On the contrary, stream-based MinRTT steadily performs better than SAILfish in low bandwidth dissimilar paths setting, which increases average downloading file time by 23% in two out of three scenarios.

In large dependency graphs, SAILfish exhibits better performance than its stream-based MinRTT counterpart in most network configurations as depicted in Figure 5.4a. In detail, SAILfish displays significant performance benefits in dissimilar bandwidth conditions, with approximately 22% and 8% reduction in completion times, respectively. Moreover, our system performs slightly better in high bandwidth similar conditions. Lastly, SAILfish offers comparable performance in the remaining of scenarios.

Overall, we provide tangible evidence that SAILfish outperforms or is comparable to stream-based baselines (i.e., stream-based MinRTT). In detail, we present results that validate our initial hypothesis, whether a learning stream-based scheduling policy can be derived and effectively applied to multipath protocols, and in particular, MPQUIC. Further, we exhibit that by learning a scheduling policy, we can capture the inherent variance between asymmetric paths and utilize advanced decision making to optimize scheduling decisions. Therefore, we deduct that learning-based approaches are a viable alternative to stream-based scheduling mechanisms in MPQUIC.

5.3.2.2 SAILfish vs. Per-packet MinRTT

In a similar manner, we compare SAILfish to the default per-packet MinRTT scheduler implementation introduced in [11] and [16]. However, the default implementation regards per-packet scheduling decisions. In other words, a stream can be divided into multiple packets and then placed across multiple paths for transmission. Meanwhile in SAILfish, a stream and its subsequent packets are placed on a distinct path. The vital differences between these two scheduling methodologies introduce unfairness in the evaluation, while the two schemes are not comparable yet.

In particular, SAILfish exhibits better performance in low bandwidth dissimilar and high bandwidth dissimilar environments in regards to small dependency graphs in Figure 5.2a. SAILfish manages 22% and 16% decreases in average completion times, respectively. Yet, SAILfish is rarely an improvement in the homogeneous path setting.

The case is similar for medium sized dependency graphs depicted in Figure 5.3a. SAILfish constantly outperforms the per-packet scheduler in low bandwidth dissimilar conditions by an average of 18% on aggregated reduced stream completion times. On the contrary, in
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(a) Aggregated Average Stream Completion Times

(b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) Plot on Stream Completion Times

**Figure 5.3:** Performance of SAILfish on medium dependency graphs under different network configurations.

In the low bandwidth similar environment, SAILfish performs overall better in two out of the three cases, by 10% and 19%, respectively. The same pattern follows in high bandwidth dissimilar network state. There is a reduction of 23% and 19% accordingly. Meanwhile, SAILfish performs at best comparably in the homogeneous path, and is steadily suboptimal in high bandwidth similar conditions.

Regarding large dependency graph scenarios, we observe a notable drop in performance of SAILfish compared to per-packet MinRTT scheduler. The results are depicted in Figure
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5.4a Essentially, we record a 40% increase of averaging stream downloading times w.r.t. low bandwidth similar, homogeneous, and high bandwidth similar networking conditions. On configs with more variation (i.e., greater bandwidth, latency and loss variations), SAILfish manages comparably well to packet-based MinRTT.

Putting everything into perspective, per-packet scheduling mechanisms exhibit better performance in comparison to stream-based approaches. This is mainly due to allocation of packets between paths, in contrast with the stream-to-path mechanism SAILfish utilizes. In other words, a stream can be divided into multiple packets and then placed across multiple paths for transmission. Meanwhile in SAILfish, a stream and its subsequent packets are placed on a distinct path. Particularly, in execution scenarios discussed in Section 5.2.4 we consider scheduling of prioritized stream requests. Therefore, our environment consists of bursts of scheduling requests. In each request, the agent picks what is considered an optimal path for transmission. However, there is no consideration of consecutive stream allocation into the same path. Such an approach can result in underutilization of a less favorable path, and induce blocking if the majority of streams are assigned onto a particular subflow. On the other hand, a per-packet mechanism can avoid this type of blocking by making ad-hoc decisions whenever congestion is imminent, placing packets on the slower path to prevent performance degradation. This behavior is essentially observed in large dependency graphs, where there is a multitude of streams for transmission. In this case, SAILfish underperforms in most scenarios due to the lack of consideration of path overflow, whilst per-packet approaches assign packets onto paths more efficiently. Therefore, a comparison between a stream-based and a packet-based mechanism is not yet viable.

Additionally, in our proposed system design a learning-based per-packet policy is not currently feasible. As discussed in the implementation details we utilize our agent with minimal interference to the original MPQUIC protocol and implementation. Thus, a communication overhead between the protocol and the agent ensues. In the per-packet mechanism, such a design would be impractical. In detail, each stream is composed of a multitude of packets, while the size increases with larger streams (e.g., images). As a result, delegating all of these scheduling requests to the agent is not possible yet. In detail, and with the current environment setting such an approach would induce significant performance overheads due to communication between components, and often, the delay would result into MPQUIC shutting down the connection. On the other hand, placing the agent directly inside of MPQUIC would heavily interfere with the transport protocol, introducing significant alterations and additional performance costs. Meanwhile, such an approach
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(a) Aggregated Average Stream Completion Times

(b) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) Plot on Stream Completion Times

**Figure 5.4:** Performance of SAILfish on large dependency graphs under different network configurations.

would constitute a centralized efficient system (i.e., multiple MPQUIC servers communicating with a single agent for scheduling decisions) incapable as each server instance would mandate its own agent to operate.
Discussion

In this chapter, we elaborate on the findings presented in Chapter 5 and build our case for SAILfish. Initially, a direct comparison on stream-based and per-packet MPQUIC schedulers ensues. Then, we proceed to argue the performance benefits of SAILfish in contrast to traditional heuristic-based scheduling schemes. Throughout the discussion, focus is maintained on enhanced user QoE and in particular time it takes for a client to download a website.

Further, we present and discuss certain threats to validity that affect our research. Specifically, we concern history (i.e., changes in the environment that affect the output), evaluation metrics (i.e., selection of appropriate quantitative indices), and generalization of results (i.e., generalizability in different environments). Additionally, we proceed to elaborate on how we tackle these threats to leverage integrity for our research.

6.1 Stream-based vs. Per-Packet Scheduling in MPQUIC

SAILfish offers a prioritized stream-based scheduling policy. As thoroughly described in Chapter 5 comparing a stream-based MPQUIC scheduler with a per-packet approach is not comparable yet, and introduces unfairness. However, this comparison enables us to obtain several interesting insights w.r.t. both scheduling methodologies, and gain intuition for future work.

First and foremost, we observe that SAILfish consistently performs better than baseline scheduling policy in configurations where bandwidth, latency, and packet loss chances are dissimilar, i.e., paths are more heterogeneous. This is visible through average reduction in stream completion times depicted in Figure 5.2a and 5.3a. On the other hand, in configurations that our environment exhibits similar traits (e.g., close bandwidth values),
MinRTT outperforms SAILfish. Especially, in case of path homogeneity, where bandwidth equals both subflows and latency is close up, SAILfish barely exhibits any progress. Taking into consideration training is conducted on diverse synthetic network traces generated on uniform distributions, and function approximators, i.e., neural networks that learn through diversity in data, the outcome seems natural. Moreover, SAILfish is not meant to perform under ideal or unrealistic network scenarios, but rather constitutes a suitable system for deployment in the wild.

Furthermore, as the size of streams in corresponding dependency graphs increases, we observe a significant drop in SAILfish’s performance. This is a byproduct of per-packet scheduling approaches as presented in Section 5.3.2. As a result, stream-based schemes can be subject to suboptimal performance if allocation on multiple paths is not considered. On the other end, per-packet scheduling policies do not suffer from such limitations. Since scheduling is done at packet level, streams can be dissected into different paths making more efficient decisions, and preventing underutilization of one path. The negative impact of the stream-based scheduling approach is particularly visible in dependency graphs with lots of streams and also displayed in Figure 5.4. In this manner, we derive that stream-based approaches are not yet comparable to per-packet mechanisms, and further investigation is necessary to mitigate the risks of stream-based schemes.

### 6.2 SAILfish vs. Stream-based MinRTT

In contrast to per-packet schedulers, and to ensure fairness in evaluation, we compare SAILfish to MinRTT adaptation for stream scheduling mechanisms as introduced in [19]. This setting allows for equal comparison between the two schemes and enables discussions on common grounds.

To begin with, overall results indicate SAILfish is superior to stream-based MinRTT scheduler on the average completion time of streams. Essentially, SAILfish is able to outperform minimum latency approach in every high bandwidth with variant traits dependency graph. In addition, our system operates better than traditional approaches in most high bandwidth similar conditions scenarios. Both configurations, indicate clear evidence that SAILfish performs significantly better in variant conditions.

In the meantime, we observe analogous results when comparing with low bandwidth similar setting. Taking into consideration SAILfish is trained to prefer fast paths, and since one of the paths offers increased bandwidth and reduced latency, the outcome comes naturally.
Although, when conditions are heterogeneous and bandwidth is preserved at low values, SAILfish does not provide the same performance benefits across all scenarios, but only in graphs with increased number of streams. We explain this behavior as follows. The stream-based MinRTT scheduler essentially picks up on paths that offers reduced latency and places streams for transmission. However, in this particular configuration lowest latency path is also the one that offers lowest bandwidth, recall from Table 5.2, 38Mbps and 3Mbps respectively. Thus, in small dependency graphs the over utilization of one path leads to better results, as in MinRTT.

SAILfish on the other hand, continuously selects amongst both flows based on the input network state and is prone to suboptimal decisions. Yet, in larger dependency graphs we observe the opposite results. Our system is able to outperform the minimum latency path selection scheme due to the fact that placing streams on the same path eventually induces a delay in stream delivery, and does not consider multipath feature capabilities.

Another point of concern is whenever path homogeneity is encountered. As in the per-packet scheduler comparison, SAILfish is not capable of making optimal decisions in paths that feature similar traits, i.e., under equivalent conditions. We deduct that this is likely a limitation of function approximators in general, to derive and provide meaningful representations when input state is very closely related.

Putting everything together, we consider SAILfish a viable approach into tackling scheduling challenges in multiple path transport protocols. In detail, we consider the domain of DRL as a beneficial alternative to current heuristics-based schemes. An important advancement DRL offers against traditional approaches, which we leave for future work and evaluation, is the ability to adjust and improve in unforeseen network circumstances. Heuristic-based solutions offer stable performance but often result in degradation when environment assumptions do not fit the pattern. Another perspective we leave for future evaluation, is the design of a DRL scheduler on the premises of per-packet scheduling.

6.3 Threats to Validity

**History** As thoroughly described in Section 5.3, we collect our measurements by executing each scenario (i.e., dependency graph and network configuration) ten times. To avoid interference in between scenario executions, we restart the MPQUIC client and server after graph contents have been downloaded. Moreover, we re-initialize the Mininet environment with the same network configuration. In addition, whenever we proceed to execution of subsequent dependency graphs we reset the agent and the Mininet VM. By rebooting the
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VM, RAM and cache memories are cleared and experiments start over on a clean slate. This ensures reliability and uniform operation of the system in measurement collections. For the SAILfish experiments, we also proceed to remove the first collection as typically the Agent request handling warm-up exhibits significant difference to subsequent measurements.

Performance Metric Reliability  We base our case on user experience and measure average completion times of each stream implying less time it takes to download a file results in overall increased user experience. Yet, this is not necessarily true in all cases. In PriorityBucket [20], Shi et al. reason the first rendering time of a web page as a vital factor for quality of experience. Other works measure stream completion times for specific streams as accurate metric [15, 18]. Thus, it is unclear whether our selection on measurement characteristics of average stream completion times, serves as a de facto root cause of elevated user experience, or other similar metrics, tend to enhance more. However, it is certain that most related works including ours focus on time measurements to argue on user QoE.

Generalization of Results  To ensure SAILfish generates a scheduling policy that generalizes well into different environments, we take two proactive measures; (1) we utilize dependency graphs not explored during training, and (2) we use diverse graphs based mainly on the number of streams. We do the same for network configurations. In this manner, we mitigate selection bias and can argue that SAILfish is able to perform well under differing conditions, i.e., being able to generalize. However, we cannot guarantee that these samples suffice when comparing to real world networking conditions and excessive number of available websites. In an ideal setting, we could assume paths are homogeneous and there are no fluctuations. Additionally, we could experiment across thousands of websites that exhibit diverse traits. Since this level of experimentation is not possible, selection bias is a threat to validity for our system.
7

Limitations

Significant efforts recently leverage learnt approaches to tackle challenges across the whole spectrum of computer systems. Despite successful applications, domains of machine and deep learning still suffer from notable limitations. In this thesis, a learning-based system is proposed focusing on scheduling policies in the domain of multipath transport protocols for the web. We contribute this chapter to discuss limitations of our approach and essentially notorious drawbacks of learnt systems.

7.1 The Why Behind The Action

In approaches based on heuristics, we can directly deduce the decision making process by taking a look on the policy or corresponding algorithm. For instance, the MinRTT scheduling policy always picks paths based on latency. Therefore, in example conditions we can derive which paths the algorithm will select, as in a deterministic environment. However, the same does not hold for complex learnt models.

Generally, ML solutions have been characterized as black box approaches [69] [70]. In other words, policies generated by modern DL techniques greatly lack in interpretability. This is particularly true in NNs with multiple hidden layers. Not being able to rationalize why a system responds to conditions in a certain manner, bears significant drawbacks.

First and foremost, whenever learnt approaches do not perform as intended, the process of debugging is exceptionally difficult as researchers are not aware on how agents make decisions nor what they should be looking for [69]. Another disadvantage of trained models in practice is ambiguity and raised concerns. Considering we cannot explain exactly how our system operates, we are subject to uncertainty regarding the outcome and especially in new environments. Systems that exhibit uncertainty are generally not trusted [69].
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the other hand, utilization of simpler structures to solve complex challenges, frequently results in suboptimal performance [70].

7.2 Unexplored Territories

A significant challenge in successful applications of ML is to ensure the output model generalizes well and performs as intended to unforeseen circumstances. We train SAILfish based on simulations synthesized out of generated uniform network traces and diverse website dependency graphs. In addition, we evaluate our system on graphs that were excluded from the process of training to maintain validity.

Yet, we are still unable to precisely guarantee the performance benefits in the wild deployment of SAILfish. This is a common drawback in learnt approaches [69, 70]. No matter the diversity in training simulation environments, we cannot possibly predict every input state under real network conditions. Performance of learning-based approaches is directly affected by corresponding input. Hence, it is difficult to argue on the performance when dealing with unforeseen circumstances [69].

7.3 Computational Adversities

SAILfish constitutes for a fully-fledged networking system with various distinct components thoroughly described in Chapter 4. That being said, there is a much higher associated cost on hardware requirements than a typical heuristics-based approach. For instance, in MinRTT scheduling policy, all computation takes place in a few lines of code incorporated into MPQUIC server.

There is a whole different story for learning-based systems. As depicted in Figure 4.1, our system comprises of separate software components each responsible for different aspects of the workload. Moreover, latency matters. For example, the agent which comprises of scheduling request handling and online training, needs to reply exceptionally fast to scheduling requests. Otherwise, induced communication overhead will delay stream transmission and result into decreased user experience. It is safe to assume learnt approaches often dictate for increased computational resources.

7.4 Parameter Selection

Lastly, SAILfish, as any other ML based system is liable to hand-crafted parametric variables. Making the right combination of parameters may result into different outputs. DRL
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approaches that rely on NNs to operate have a significant amount of parameters that demand fine-tuning to achieve optimal results. For instance, design of NNs and specification of the type and size of each layer might be critical to performance.

There is no de facto silver-lining and no guarantees when it comes down to specifying DRL parameters for a particular challenge. As a matter of fact, most approaches that rely on ML to operate, choose their parameters empirically. This is a strong limitation factor. There is possibly an infinite number of combinations that can be used for training a RL agent (e.g. learning rate, discount factor, etc.), but limited number of attempts.
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Conclusion

Multipath protocols have emerged to capture network trends of the time and enhance user QoE by aggregating multiple network interfaces on modern systems. Yet recent advances introduce new challenges. In particular, multiple path protocols integrate sophisticated heuristics-based scheduling mechanisms to transmit packets w.r.t. performance benefits. However, evaluation of baselines and state-of-the-art schemes portrays the scheduling mechanism as a vital component to performance. Therefore, suboptimal scheduling policies might result in significant system degradation.

In this thesis, we propose SAILfish, a novel learning stream-based scheduling system for Multipath QUIC. SAILfish is a neural network based approach, that leverages state-of-the-art DRL algorithms to learn an efficient scheduling policy. Besides stream aware scheduling, SAILfish is a distributed networking system that is composed of certain modules, namely, (1) MPQUIC server(s), (2) Active Traffic Monitor, and (3) scheduling agent.

We contribute our system design and innate quality attributes. Moreover, we implement a prototype version of SAILfish and evaluate it against performance benefits w.r.t. per-packet and stream-based adaptation of lowest-latency baseline scheduling heuristic. Since we plan to effectively enhance user QoE, we conduct experiments on stream completion times. SAILfish performs comparably against per-packet scheduler, mainly due to significant differences between scheduling approaches, i.e., stream vs. packet-based mechanisms. On the other hand, when comparison is on the same level, SAILfish significantly outperforms stream-based heuristic baselines.

Finally, we lay the foundations for future work by discussing on the challenges SAILfish experiences and current limitations of ML systems in general. We consider an interesting approach that of a learnt packet-based scheduling system, and path capacity awareness, i.e., prevention of overloading a certain path.
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